Decidim is a Free Open-Source participatory democracy platform.

Institutions and organizations around the world use Decidim to easily articulate participatory processes: citizen initiatives, participatory budgets or collaborative legislation in a safe, open and democratic way.

Join and participate in the Metadecidim community

Visit meta.decidim.org and participate in the improvement of Decidim. You can participate by detecting bugs, proposing new features or collaborating in active working groups.

I want to know more

Check the web demo and try to configure your organization in a democratic way.

decidim.org
hola@decidim.org

Free Open-Source participatory democracy for cities and organizations
A flexible system for participation

Thanks to its modular architecture and scalable logic, you can configure a powerful system of democratic participation in all kinds of organizations.

We take democracy very seriously

Decidim ensures transparency, traceability and integrity of information. It provides security, privacy and data confidentiality to all participants.

It’s yours, share it and improve it

A platform designed entirely with free software, open and collaborative content thanks to the Metacividem community.

What can be done with Decidim?

Participatory processes

Time-limited meetings to promote debate, assessment and decision-making on issues relevant to your community.

Assemblies

Channels of meeting and discussion to articulate all the activity of a group, collect opinions and proposals in order to impact on common policies.

Consultations

A space that enables people to coordinate queries, organize discussions and debates, publish poll results and connect to a secure electronic voting system.

Initiatives

Ways to promote, by collecting signatures, the development of a specific action of collective interest.

Proposals

Promotes proposal generation with the creation wizard. You will be able to compare them with existing ones, publish them on the platform and include additional information such as geolocation or attach documents and images.

Voting

Activates different voting or support systems around proposals: unlimited, limited to a certain threshold, weighted, etc. There is even a special form of voting for participatory budgets that allows voting by "spending" an equivalent amount of the budget object of participation.

Results

Turns proposals into results and gives official answers on their acceptance or rejection, merging several proposals into a single result.

Face-to-face meetings

Promotes the call of meetings, sets their place and time, registers and limits the number of attendees, publishes the minutes and the resulting proposals.

Participatory texts

Transforms long text documents into several proposals or results and vice versa, in order to compile and display a unified text based on the collection of proposals or results.

Accountability

Breaks down results into projects, to define and apply states of progress around their implementation, including grouping them by categories and scopes.